EXPLORE THROUGH READING

Books have the ability to transport readers to faraway places. As part of National Geographic’s Summer Learning Series, explore a different part of the world through this curated reading list.

PICTURE BOOKS
Appropriate for elementary grades

- My Culture and Me by Gregg Dreise
- Last Tree in the City by Peter Carnavas
- What's That There? by Ros Moriarty
- Uno's Garden by Graeme Base
- The Rabbits by John Marsden and Shaun Tan
- The Little Corroboree Frog by Tracey Holton-Ramirez and Angela Ramirez
- My Home Broome by Tamzyne Richardson and Bronwyn Houston
- Saved!!! by Lydia Williams and Lucinda Gifford
- Dance, Bilby, Dance by Tricia Oktober
- Taniwha by Robyn Kahukiwa

CHAPTER BOOKS
Appropriate for middle grades

- Growing Up Aboriginal in Australia by Anita Heiss
- Does My Head Look Big in This? by Randa Abdel-Fattah
- On the Jellicoe Road by Melina Marchetta
- Black Cockatoo by Carl Merrison and Hakea Hustler
- Fog a Dox by Bruce Pascoe
- Purple Threads by Jeanine Leane
- Meet Me at the Intersection edited by Ambelin Kwaymullina and Rebecca Lim
- Sister Heart by Sally Morgan
- Maybe Tomorrow by Boori Monty Pryor and Meme McDonald
- Freedom Ride by Sue Lawson
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